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~~NFIDJ· t:!I) AL 

mainly with Conv~ntion candiu tes anr' party off~~ials of the SDLP. 

In Belfast, I also talked to Tom Conaty and CCUC officials and had 

a meal at St. Jose ph's Tra j ninq Colle~~e in A1 t:iersonstown ·r1i th, (. rnong 

others, Fr Dallat (Principal), Sean Nolan (Deputy Principal) and 

Fr. Brian Brady. I also talked in Belfast to Dj_. Raymond 1~cClean of 

Derry. 

2. The British Army profile still appears very low by comparison 

with the pre-ceasefire situation and t:here is no obvious increase .~ n 

security activity in response either to tLe se(;t<Jrian assassinations 

and bombings or the fighting involving the IR /IRSP and the UDA/UVF. 

In Belfast there hds been a drama..,ic increase in petty crime and 

general lawlessness since the beginning of the ceasefire. The 

Provos. have not made efforts to police any minority area nor have 

the authorities seriously tried to rl;}-int rodu ce policing in :3 ny fo "'f;l .. 

The so-called Provo . incident centres do not seem to have had any 

great impact and they have not become focal points for community 

activities or the airing of griovances . It is clear that the P:::-ovos 

do not have available at local level the sort of people who can glv~ 

assistance in matters such as housing, welfare cases and the red 

tape of jail vis ·ts and parole. Some SDLP men c1.aim that the 3i .n 

Fein centres are actually sending people ~o them for help in dea!:~ 

with urgent problems and the CCDC is still the main Long Kesh 

. welfare organisdtion in Belfdst with buses to and frQm the camp on 

visiting dc.,ys anci a food par·~el delivE=ry service every day . The 

prospects for a continuation of the Prove . ~easefire - if it can oc 

called such aft&r major downtown bombings in belfast , ackno~ledged 

shootings at British 1 rmy, RUC and UDR in SoGth Armagh and Ne··N .• :·y 

are widely believed to be poor. -:-he Provo . leader-s , notably 
, , , 
0 Bradaigh and 0 Conaill, did a tour of Northern Ireland arQund 

Easter CJddressing pubJjc :1zeetin'JS and taking priva"te sounc'ing~. 

about support for participC!tit:.,t in the Convention elect.i.ons. Thouqh 

thei.r public me~ ting~-> and Eas; er commE..lmuration para6~~")~; were well 
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attended, they are said to have been disappointed both by the 

absence of support for their prized incident centres and by the 

general lack of interest on the part of their followers in going 

political. People I tal~ed to whom I know to be in ouch with the 

Provos. said that the activists, especially in Belfast, South Armagh 

and Tyrone, want an immediate resumption of offensive activities and 

were temporarily silenced only by an assurance that the leadership 

was in the process of negotiating with the British on the terms of 

a declaration of intent to withdraw. The activists are said to be 

sceptical about the outcome of these talks and it seems only a metter 

of time before they force the leadership back to a full campaign. 

Paddy O'Hanlon thought that the South Armagh Proves. would be the 

ones most likely to bring about a major incident - it is significant 

that it is mainly in this area that the security force5 have been 

attacked fairly regularly since the beginning of ~he ceasefire and 

also that Sinn F~in have forn1ally closed their Newry incident centre -

and he was worried that the departure from the area in the next ten 

days of the Green Howards and the arrival of a new battalion would 

facilitate such a development. He had alerted the officer commanaing 

the Green Howards to this possibility and asked him to ensure that 

his successor was well briefed. 

.. 
3 . Despite the apparent defeat for the''politically inclined ProJo . 

leaders, Sinn Fein Kevin St . is running a well organised political 

campaign in relation to the Convention elections . The reasons for 

boycotting the Convention are being explained in detail through 

meetings, pamphlets, the Andersonstown News , etc ., and in some areas 

a door-to-doo-r canvass is being done , ostensibly to explain to 

people how to ensure that their vote is not used by someone else . 

There is no doubt .hat this political exercise will be accomp~nied 

by widespread intimidation to achieve the maximum boycott of the 

elections and the SDLP are worried that these factors together with 

a general feeling 1:hat the Convention is doomed to failure will 

combine to keep the minority vote lower thdn at any r~cent election, 
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~s against this they may be inclined to underestimate the efficiency 

and sophistic~tion of tl1 e ir own organis~tion which is conside rably 

more impressive at local lP.vel, particularly in West Belfast, Armagh, 

South and North Down, than at any previous ·~lection. The challenge 

of the Republican Clubs, strongest in mid-Ulster and Armagh, is 

likely to be reduced by the Official IRA/IRSP feud and with the 

possible exception of Frank McManus in Fermanagh-South Tyrone, if he 

runs, independent candidates will hardly present a serious threatc 

Tom Conaty is running in West Belfast but since his decision to do so 

was a last minute one and he has absolutely no organisation, his 

record of five years work with the CCDC will hardly be enough to get 

him a seat in an area where he will be in competition with the two 

sitting SDLP representatives, two new but well-known SDLP candidates 

(Dr. Joe Hendron and Pascdl O'Hare) and Bob Cooper of the Alliance 

Party. Conaty's decision to run derives from his conviction that 

Catholics need a "more Catholic and less nationalist" alte~native to 

the SDLP. 

4. The private SDLP view remains that the Convention js most 

unlikely to reach agreement and they have been very discouraged by 

recent private contacts, particularly with John Taylor who is taking 

a very strong no-power-sharing-with-the-SDLP line in his campaign. 

However, most of them at present envisage a minimum life of six 

months for the Convention which they expect will meet in formal 

plenary session in May and appoint committees which will go away and 

spend the potentially dangerous Summer months working, probably in 

private, on non-fundamental questions. In September/October, the 

full Convention might then begin to meet on a regular basis and the 

crunch could come sometime in the Autumn. Both Paddy Devlin ar.d 

Paddy O'Hanlon told me sep rately that this likely programme for 

the Convention was one which they understood had the support of the 

UUUC many of whom did not want the Convention to end abruptly and 

deprive it~ members of their positions of leadership in communities 

where the para-militaries were only waiti.n~ for a chance to tcJke 

• 
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1ver the leading roles. However, John Hume is being very careful 

not to commit him~i?lf to anythirHJ until the election results are in 

and the possibility of his swinging the SDLP to boycott the 

Convention in certain situation~ cannot be ruled out~ 

5. Raymond McClean drew my attention to a written reply by Rees to 

a PQ on the joint approach to the EEC to finance cross-border studies. 

(The text is attached.) The Derry City Council had in fact 

unanimously passed resolutions in September 1973 and February 1975 

supporting the propos 1 and the Town Clerk had been instructed to 

forward the resolution to the NI Secretary of State. The Council· 

is incensed at Rees' reply and have taken legal advice to find out 

what action they can now take. They will probably (a) write to 

Rees and demand an apology and (b) bring the matter to the attention 

of the Speaker of the House of Commons. 

6. Sean Nolan gave me a copy of a r~port~attached) he did on tht 
~~ 

study ~ of the Netherlands by Northern Ireland political 

representatives, media people and a few others. The main point of 

the tour was, of course, lost when the uUUc decided not to 

participate and Nolan reads this as yet another indication of UUUc 

determination to reject . power-sharing at all costs. As someone who 

has been active in inter-community groups in Belfast in the last 

five years - most recently he has been chairing the political study 

weekends at Corrymcela - Nolan's contact with and reading of 

majority political opinion has been generally very accurate and he 

is pessimistic in the extreme of any prospects of a power-sharing 

government for Northern Ireland in the foreseeable future. Though 

he believes that some politicians, especially in Vanguard, could 

come to support some sharing of power, th~ average loyalist is now 

so deeply suspicious of British administrations with whom he 

associates the concept of power-sharing that he will not accept it, 

even if it is accompanied by every possible reassurance and 

guarantee. 

,. 

I 
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7. If anything ~he general mood of depression, fear and despai 

on the part of those in the minority community with whom I hav. been 

in contact in recent weeks is greater than it has been at any time 

since the f 11 of the Ex t.;Utive almost a year ago... It is diffi""ult 

to explain this mood or the reasons for it but the following factors 

are mentioned by virtually everyone: 

- the Provo. ceasefire from which so much was expected has done 
little to reduce the l~ l of violence. In the three months 
since it started the · ~ of violent deaths has been roughly 
the same as it was in 1973 and 1974. The only difference is 
that now there are no British · Army casualties; 

- the security forces have once more shown themselves to be 
unable to deal with sectarian assassinations and bombings, 
even during a Provo. r,easefire. Every Catholic in greater 
Belfast and in the Portadown/Dungannon/Pomeroy triangle is;and 
sees himself.as a possible target for assassination and, as in 
previous assasr·'ination campaigns, there is considerable fear. 
People leavG their homes as little as possible and are 
extremely reluctant to answer knocks on their doors, especially 
after dark; 

- the relc se of all loyalist detainees from Long Kesh in the 
middle of a campaign of loyalist violence has not only added 
to the fear - we and others have been repeatedly told by the 
British authorities that the loyalist perpetrators of some of 
the most brutdl assassinations were detained. As Paddy Devlin 
said, it is not easy to sleep peacefully when you know that the 
man who stabbed Senator Paddy ~ilson over thirty times and 
mutilated h:s body is now free agatn - but has convinced man{ 
that there is a return t:> th'.:l pre-1972 situation where 
internment was for the minority only; 

there appt:l~rs to be no minority confidence in Rees who is 
seen as being motivated by an excessive sensitivity to the 
loyalist view on all matters, major and miner . (The transfer 
from British to Northern Ireland prisons of four London car
bombers is frequently cited. To eliminate possible loyalist 
criticism , British jails were searched for loyalist prisoners 
who might welcome a move to Northern Ireland, even though 
there had been no demand either from loyalist organisations or 
the prison,rs themselves for such a move) ; 

-Judge McDermott's decision in the McElhone case is seen as 
giving complete freedom to the British Army to do whatever it 
likes without regard to the law. Despite the decision , 
however , the reputation of the judiciary as a whole is still 

·reasonably high and Judge Lowry ' s recent decision in a murder 
case that the RUC had used illegal methods to extract statements 
did much to balance the ~\cDermott decision ; 

- there are continuinq complaints about the lack of British 
interest in the administration of ,'orthern Ireland . The 
Ministers at the NIO are not available to delegationst urgen+ly 
needed decisions are being shelved pending the outcome of ~he 
Convention and politically sensitive dispu es such as that 
involving the Fermanagh County Council's appointment of a 
recreation officer are allowed to drag on indefinitely; 

- what is perceived as the Dublin Government's attitude to tha 
Northern Ireland situation is also a factor in Lhe minority'~ 
mood of despair . On the one hand Dublin is accused of totdl 

J 
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lack of interest in what l.s happening in Northern Ireland and 
even those who say they a preciate the political reasons f or 
official silence claim that the occasional public expres sion of 
concern or sympathy with the pljght of th~ minorjty would at 
least provide consolation and could hardly do political d~ ma ge 
On the other hand there are those who say that Dublin has 
slowly but surely fallen in with the Uritish line of bendina 
over backwbrds to c~t~r to lo{alist sensitivities at a time 
when the loyalists are showing insensitivity to everycne el se 1 s 
views and rna{ even, with British tolerunce, be about to mo e 
back tovards a situ'-ltion of political domination of the mino ~city 
by the rnajorjty; 

- if there is one jmmndiate factor more than another which is 
causing the current gloom on tt e mino.ci ty side it is ~&: thE-.. 
f eling that the for :hcoming Convention is doomed to fail and 
that it is impossible to be sanguine about the long-term 
prospects for peace and stability in any of the possible 
evolutions of the situation subsequent to a second major 
political tailure within two years. 

c. c. PSM , Parl i amentary Secretary, l-'SS , 
Mr . D. Nally ( D/Taojseach) , 
Am bassador , London . 
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